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Example
(8.12.11) Suppose there is a linear homeomorphism of a Banach space
E into a Banach space F, and let 3? c 3? (E; F) be the open set of these
homeomorphisms in JS?(E; F) (8.3.2). Then the mapping u -> u'1 of ^f onto
^f""1 is indefinitely differentiable.
We prove by induction on p that u~*u~l is p times differentiable, the
property being true for p = 1 by (8.3.2). Given v and w in JS?(F; E) = M, let
f(v, w) be the linear mapping t -+ —v at <>w of L = 3? (E; F) into M; it
is clear that/is bilinear (and maps M x M into 3? (L; M)) and (5.7.5) proves
that \\f(v, w)|| < \\v\\ - \\w\\9 hence/is continuous, and therefore indefinitely
differentiable by (8.12.9). Now the first derivative of w-» u~l is, by (8.3.2),
the mapping ^/(iT1, w"1); by (8.12.6) and (8.12.10) it follows that if
u-^u~l is p times differentiable, so is u^>f(u~l,u~l), and therefore, by
(8.12.5), u-+ u"1 isp -h 1 times differentiable.
Remark. When / is a mapping of an interval J c R into a real Banach
space F, we have defined earlier (Section 8.4) the notion of derivative of/
at £0 6 J with respect to J. By induction on /?, we define the pth derivative
offat £0, with respect to J, as the derivative at £0 (with respect to J) of the
(p — l)th derivative of/(which is therefore supposed to exist in a neigh-
borhood of £0 in J); it is an element of F, written again Dp/(£0) or/(p)({0);
if £0 is interior to J, the ;?th derivative, as defined for general mappings,
coincides with the multilinear mapping (Ci,..., £P) -^/(p)(f o)CiC2 *'" CP of
Rp into F.
PROBLEMS
1.   Let/be an n times differentiable mapping of an interval I c R into a Banach space E.
Show that for any x e I such that -el
(use induction on n).
2.   (a)   Let p be the function defined on R by the conditions:
for   -
p(t) = 0	for   f<-l   or

